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Nexus, Wright State University's student-edited literary and art maga
zine, has started its 37th year. Over the past three decades, Nexus
has evolved from a newspaper foldout to a polished journal that garners
praise and respect from Wright State's campus and around the world.
Although the style and editors change over time, the mission of Nexus
remains the same: to give talented people an opportunity to share their
work. This year the staff is making student and faculty awareness and
participation one of their primary goals.
We would like to produce three quality issues that showcase the art
istry and ability of WSU students and faculty in a diverse mix with
writers from outside our community. To do this, Nexus needs your help.
The current budget is actually not enough to produce three qua Iity is
sues . We are asking those interested in supporting Nexus to become
sponsors of the magazine. In appreciation of your generosity, your name
or department's name will appear in a special section of Nexus.
If you would like to make a donation, please send a check payable to
NEXUS to: W016a Student Union Wright State University Dayton,
OH 45435.

Thank you for helping to keep a Wright State tradition alive.
Mindy Cooper,
Editor

Th is issue marks the last issue that Donna and I will do together. It is an
important issue because it accomplishes the main goal that I set out to
tackle two years ago; to put together a full issue that is consists almost
entirely of student work. When I first got hired I would receive about ten
student submissions for each issue. That was no good considering that
Nexus is first and foremost for the WSU community. It was something
that I needed to change and now with this issue I can say that I have. This
issue contains only three submissions from those outside the community.
This issue is representative of many different styles of writing, from spo
ken word to timepiece fiction. There is an epic poem included that is par
ticularly personal and beautiful. This issue is by far the one we are most
proud to have put together. We hope you enjoy it.

Sincerely,
Mindy Cooper
Editor
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n
Don't tell me that there is no time
or manner in which
little hands will grasp the change
in subatomic nomenclature.
For I see the earlobe squeezing
blue-eyed squinting pretty pink called thought.
I've felt the murmured whisper in my chest
the mirrored tears on my chest.
Your white-hair breath-soft chest.
The photon twirling baton
in the hands of a young girl
whose smooth face is lacquered
old and smiling.

The poverty in these streets reaches
out to me.
The boy leaning on the pole.
His breath misty in the cold.
An old man with a long beard
wondering where his life went.
A black young man
af raid of his skin.
They walk down the dirty streets
with trash and bars.
And me in my warm car,
feeling guilty from afar.

Don't tell me that there is no time
or manner in which
we can make these myocardial corruptions
last forever and forever and forever,
just by binding little fingers
like a clamp or ion bond
wrapped white-red tight
around this anti-material love.

Peter Long
6

- - - - -Heather Prouty
7

I. When he drowned himself (the first time)
it wasn't really of his own volition;
the books had never been in there before,
so it seemed to his child's eyes.
He submerged himself gladly,
he tried to stay, he tried to stay, and did
ti 11 the words evaporated
leaving him
naked
and themselves
bereft of meaning.
II. The second time he drowned himself
it was years and years beyond the first.
He dove through the world's ways
as though they really were water.
Oiliness, clogged and overflowed his brain.
He felt himself and wasn't quite
sure he was al I there_
Where?
Wherever, all states of being human were clogged
(irrelevant to worth) throughout his mind.
III. The third time he drowned himself
he did it with words.
Water
rippling
reflecting
Forever
Never
rejecting
Soaked him all the way in,
taught him how to swim.
The ripples spread; can they be said
to exist outside his perception,
Inside
the rapids, foaming.
Garrulous nebulous brilliance
rose up and swallowed me.

----Christopher Green
8

Katy
9

Benskin

thew
On that October Sunday we drove
Through an inner-city autumn,
Newfound nostalgia on our fingers,
The aftertaste of dying in our teeth.
You took me to the overlook and danced in the gravel.
I saw the wind in the river,
The trees in their cages,
And the tiny blue house where I wanted to kiss you.
At three we drove to the hospital
Sacrificing smiles and warming our hands
On the defroster.
Through the aluminum doors like
A broken windshield, the leaves of glass
And expectation fell. He looked the same
With tubes in his throat and a sleeping stare.
You rubbed his toes and I watched the cardiogram.
Beating like a Metronome,
Becoming our second hand
As the moments passed unmercifully.
I scanned the room to find the umbra, the darkest
Corner inside me, discovering a mosaic of selfishness
In my tiny blue house by the creasing river.

With
Warm lips
Of golden rays ,
The sun softly caresses
My shoulders. The wind
Waltzes merrily across my cheeks
And softly murmurs promises of
Brisk Sunday morning and sweet honey
Dew melons on hot Friday afternoons.
The trees of highest honor, sing a chorus of
solemn psalms. I, on his lap, staring up into his
large all-knowing eyes, was beckoned
by age. My time has come to
leave this treasure filled
with many jewels. So,
alas, with a flower
in my hair , I
shall
float
contently
away.

.
,....
AJa .:>1mpson

Scot Ehrhardt
10
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We picked the Laguna Matata becau e I
liked the name. L ofu , he didn't really care
where we lived. Ju t wanted omewhere clo e to
th beach. nd th old lady that howed u th
apartment aid we c uld have one that faced the
oc an. heap, t . o I made Loofu g t it for
u . We igned the lea e, and he miled at me.
We hugged.
Then we got there to move in and the old
lady tells us that the ocean-view apartment was
already filled and we would have to take one
facing the parking lot. She knocked twenty
dollars off our rent and that sold Loofus.
We didn't have much money then. I was
joble , and Loofus was on unemployment.
He'd hurt his back laying cable lines. Then all
the udden our lease in Sayer ville was up and I
told Loofus I'd of shot myself if we stayed in
that boring ass town. "'The ocean's calling our
name ," I said. "'We live an hour-one hour
from the Atlantic, and we never get to ee it."
We were both on the muscle relaxers for his
back, sitting on the couch. The ocean ju t
ounded like heaven.
We decided that nothing was topping u
from leaving. ot really. o Loofus tarted
elling again, mo tly pot, and aving money. We
had about two thousand dollar all in a estle'
can. ot bad.
I know now that Carolina ju ti n't that
exciting. Laguna was a boring a Sayer ville
but the ocean wa in Laguna o that made it
better. And Loofus had a friend there who was
getting him into the game. He had to start out
pushing small bags of dope. That was asking to
get busted, but you gotta go where the money is,
you know? Between his unemployment check

and what h wa making nth id , I didn't
hav to g ta job. We ttl d into a nice I w
rhythm. 1 think th cean d
that to p pl .
It ju t b ating n all low lik it' th arth'
h artbeat. You can't h lp but fall il)to that kind
of rhythm.
Every morning we'd wake up around ten.
Then we made ourselves wait until noon before
we took any pill . "We gotta how a little
responsibility," Loofus aid. I know he wa
thinking about Arthur when he said that. Arthur
OD'd on pills about two year ago. A shale. He
was taking 'em all the time. He kept downer
and water right by his bed because he'd wake up
in the middle of the night needing 'em. Then in
the morning he'd eat uppers. Then downers.
Uppers. He wa an addict, straight-up. He had
one of those personalitie .
So it was pretty boring before noon. A
lot of times we just sat on the porch looking at
the parking lot. I can picture Loofu picking at
hi toe with a cig hanging out of hi mouth. He
wa always squinting and it made him look like
he was thinking about omething important.
Like he wasn't all there. Ju t wondering about
something.
In the mornings like that, the parking lot
wa pretty much empty. 202' car was there, but
they were just ome college kids. Loofu ' truck
wa there, too, but other than that ju t blacktop.
The sun shined on it and made little heat waves.
One day Loofus was itting Indian- tyle
up against the porch wall and he said, out of the
blue, "Let's break into an apartment. One of the
ones that face the ocean." He threw his burning
cig off the balcony. "We know who's not here,
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don't we? W know when they get home." I
hadn't een him excit d lik that for I don't
kn w h w l ng, o I want d to be there with
him. And how would we g t caught? That plac
wa a gho t town during the week.
The Laguna Matata was stupid. The
windows were right by the doors and the
deadbolts. Some people even left their windows
open. All we had to do was pop out a screen and
reach around to the lock. Click, and we 're in.
So that same day me and Loofus went for
98. The window was open, and there were only
a couple people on the beach. We were inside in
about five seconds. o shit.
98 was the old man's apartment. The guy
that drove the loud Escort. His place smelled
funny. If I hadn't known an old man lived there
I probably would have been able to guess it just
by that mell.
The place was still good though. It was
on the econd floor, and right from the living
room window you could see the ocean, all
bluish-gray and huge. There were little boats
floating around, doing absolutely nothing. Right
then, standing there, I would've hit the lady that
lied to us about the lease. I would put all my
weight into it, and I'm not even a fighter.
Loofus was so calm in that place. He
was in the bathroom pulling out drawers before
I'd even checked out the living room. I felt like
I had to be quiet. Like I couldn't even breathe
loud. I looked around. There were two plaid
couches butted up against each other. There was
an ugly coffee table with stuff just all over it.
The old man had a picture of an airplane
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thumbtacked to the wall. It wa ripped out of a
new paper, and [ thought that maybe, a l ng time
ago, h wa a pi lot.
Loofu came up b hind m then. He
shook a bottle of pills between his thumb and
finger "Valium 's."
"You can't take no old man's pills,' I
said, but he was up on me kissing. I've always
been a sucker for a good kisser and Loofus is
damn good. So we started getting into it. He
was sucking on my tongue like I love. Then he
stopped and said we should do it, right in the old
man's apartment. "'It's not even twelve. He
won't be back for hours," he said. I knew he
was right so I let him take off my shirt. Then it
was like when we first started having sex. Real
aggressive.
We ended up on that plaid couch, totally
naked, and breathing all hard. His nose was
pushed into my neck and I could feel hi breath
on me. Even when we were done he stayed
inside me, and we just lay like that.
It' funny how good I remember it. That
wa one of the pecial times. It' like, I don't
know, when you 're having sex with someone a
lot you can't remember certain times. But then
there's times you really remember. Maybe some
song on the radio, or something he said, or just a
look on hi face. Or maybe it's some weird
place like the wood , or some old man's plaid
couch. I'll never forget that time, though, laying
there breathing with Loofus, sighing like the
ocean.
When we got up we were serious about
looking around the old man's place. We started

inth kitch n... a th juicy tufffirlat,"
Lo fu aid, p in ting d wn th hall. I l mil d.
Th n we op ned very draw r, v ry abinet, in
th r . v n th di hwa h r. And all w found
ut wa th man l v d p a . Th r wer canned
pea in the cabinet -row of can -and frozen
pea in the freezer. And all the sudden I felt
sorry for the guy. You can think about some old
man living by himself and be a little sad, but
when you actually go in his house and see all
those peas. Fucking peas. It was pathetic. I
pictured him sitting around in a robe, eating
them and Spam or something, watching his TV
with the rabbit ears.
I went in the living room. James Kilcher.
I saw his name on a magazine, the little address
thing. James. He looked like a James.
I opened the TV stand and found a video
camera. It was an old one. Dusty. Would James
mis a camera?
I picked it up and it was o heavy I
couldn't believe it. It was damn old, but the
batteries were working. I taped the porch, the
living room. Th pea . Then l walked down the
hall to the bedro m. I nuck up on Loofu . He
wa bent over looking under the bed.
"Anything intere ting?" I asked.
"Ju t ome old man slippers," he said,
turning to look at the camera. "Jesus, what are
you doing? I that thing on?"
'' o, I aid. I flipped it off and sat it on
the floor. 'I wa thinking Jame wouldn't even
know the thing moved."
"I'd bet he would."
"Not for a while anyway."
Loofus shook his head. "You're ate out."

Then he looked at hi watch. "Damn, it 3:39?"
"Pill time," I aid. And all f the udden
I want d them. Lik I want d ' m al I ov r my
whole body. From h ad t to .
We got th place looking Jik we'd never
been there. Then we got the tape, ju t the tape,
and left.
When you eat pills it's best not to have
anything in your stomach. The food just soaks it
all up and weakens your buzz. An empty
stomach. That's the way to do it. Talk about
getting floored.
We hadn't eaten all day. It was always
pills at noon, a little breakfast whenever they
wore off. My stomach felt hollow. Real funny.
Like there wasn't room for anything even though
I hadn't eaten. Loofus brought a bottle of
muscle relaxers from our room, and I got beer
out of the kitchen. We at on the couch, and he
poured ten in his hand. I grabbed six. Then we
took them. One at time. Pill, beer. Pill beer.
Pill, beer.
' Put in the tape " Loofu aid.
I rewound it to the beginning. It tarted
with shots of the beach and the old man's voice
in the background. "See," he was saying.
"Finally got that view." His voice was deep and
slow. "That' the Atlantic. Way over there'
Spain, Portugal, France." Hi finger shook as he
pointed at the ocean. "'Sometimes I swear you
can see the Eiffel Tower just peeking out." The
old man spun the camera towards himself. "I
like sitting out here after work. It's peaceful.
My work, it gets hot in that place, and when I get
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back I don't even go in ometimes until the un
gets low.
"'Th c an ju t pu hing that cool air on
me. It' perfect. Plu ev ry n wand then I get
to see some girls in tho e littl wim uit ." He
smiled really big, and when he did it was like he
didn't have a top lip. It just disappeared.
"No," he said. He paused, and his face
got really serious. "So you see, I'm not doing
too bad. I mean I miss you. You know I think
about you every day. Every day. And I'm about
sick of waiting.
"I'm ready to die. I know that's bad, but
I just want to see you. I know I can't do
anything. I know you re in heaven." He raised
his eyebrows, blinked three or four times. "I'm
just waiting here by the ocean. That's where
you'd be if you were here, so that's where I am.
I love you Ava." The old man reached for the
camera with his free hand. Then it was snow.
I didn't want to look at Loofus. I didn't
want him to see me crying. The tape started up
again. This time it wa me. There was the same
shot of the ocean, from the old man's porch.
Then there was the living room. The kitchen.
You could see my arm open the cabinet. "Look
at all these peas," I said.
Then the camera started walking down
the hall. Loofus came on the screen, all bent
over. He was just wearing jeans, no shirt, no
shoes. The soles of his feet were gray.
"Look at my spine," he said, pointing at
the TV. "You can see my fucking spine. Am I
that skinny?" In the dark light of the room his
back made little triangle shadows. It was like

someone punched him from the front and left
knuckle imprint all the way through.
The camera view ettl d on the carp t for
a minute.
And then the tape cut back to now.
"We need to eat more."
"Don't worry about it I said. "We are
what we are. ' I lay my head down in his lap,
and he started petting my hair. The pills and
beer were working by then.
I was the snow.
When I woke up the TV screen was solid
blue. I felt drool in my hair. Loofus was at the
kitchen table with a beer. "I was thinking," he
said, without looking at me. "I didn't see any
pictures of a woman in his place. '
"So?"
"I don't know. Just doesn't make sense.
It seems like he should have 'em all over."
"I cried when I watched the tape," I said.
"I watched it three times."
"We need to put it back."
"You houldn't of taped on it," he said.
"I don't think he'll like it."
I laughed, then stood up and walked over
to him. "We'll erase it." Then I bent down to
his ear, "But there's something more important
we've got to do . We need to figure out which
place we' re getting into tomorrow."
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96, was another ocean-view. It's a shame
really, how those places just sat around empty all
day. They had their potpourri making them
smell nice, and their carpet with their fresh

vacuum line . It' all kinda ad and quiet.
Thi plac had pink wallpaper up in the
living room. I didn't think th y w re allowed to
put up wallpap r, but it l oked ni . "I lik thi
plac ," I call d to Lo fu . He came out of the
bathroom grinning. "What'd you get?"
"Prozac."
"'You can't take Prozac," I said. "It only
works if you need it."
"And how do you know I don't need it?"
"Are you depressed?" I looked at him. It
wa the same old Loofus, maybe a little skinnier,
a little tired, but it was the same old Loofus. He
sat at the kitchen table, flipping through a
Cosmopolitan.
"Of course I'm depressed," he said.
"Of course. And I am, too. Do we have
enough Prozac for the both of us?"
Loofus looked at me. "I'm going to sell
'em. They don't work unless you take 'em for a
while anyway." He stood up and went to the
kitchen. He was just wearing his jeans and I
could ee the perfect shape of the pill bottle
ticking out in hi pocket. 'Turkey or roa t
beef?"
"Turkey." I watched him put Miracle
Whip on the bread, watched his little feet. He
had cute feet. They were small and hairy on top.
I walked back to the bedroom. It was
pink like the living room. I would have liked to
live in that apartment. The closet was stuffed
with dresses. There was a yellow flower-print
that I took out. I took off what I was wearing
and put it on. I hadn't worn a dress in years.
In the bathroom I worked on my makeup.

Loofu called to m that the andwiche were
done. "I' II be there in a mi nut ." I grabbed a
rubb r band and put my hair up. Th n [ u d a
plum lip tick. It w nt g d with th dre . l
cho e a pair of yellow he I .
Loofu walked in on me ju ta I wa
finishing. He stepped back, but kept quiet.
Didn't say a word.
"Pardon me, sir, but I don't believe we've
been formally introduced. I don't usually talk to
shirtless men, but you seem harmless enough."
"'Well, madam, you've caught me at a
most horrible time. Just give me a chance to
make myself presentable."
"I will grant you that much." I went to
the kitchen to eat my sandwich. I felt good in
the dress, and I remember being so happy that
Loofus was playing along. I could hear him
bumping around in the bedroom. He was like
that when we first met. He was always playful.
Maybe then I realized that we both weren't as
fun as we used to be, and that was the first time I
really thought bad about the pills. I thought they
might be doing omething to u . I didn't know
what that omething was, but it wa n't good.
Just little shitty things here and there.
I sat down on the couch in that pretty
pink room. I looked at my pretty yellow dress
and I started crying. When Loofus came out of
the room he looked amazing. He had gelled his
hair and it was slicked back. He wore black
dress pants, a white shirt, and a yellow tie that
matched my dress. He still didn't have on shoes.
"You look beautiful."
He laughed real short and loud like it
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certain way. They have a mell. A feel. That'
what it i really. They ju t have thi feel. You
go in someon 's place and you fe I like that
per on. All the sudden you g t thi new way of
looking at life. And that way of looking at thing
feels right while you're in that apartment. It's
like a good book: it just sucks you in until you
feel like one of the characters. Does that make
sense? It does to me. One more thing about it,
getting in someone's place, it's like the ultimate
drug. It's like what me and Loofus did with the
pills. They made us feel different. Made us look
at the world different. But you know, I think me
and Loofus had a better way of looking than a lot
of the people in those apartments. We just
needed to find the one real one. The one that
looked the right way.

hurt. Then he look d down. "The hoe were
too mall, even for my little feet. They cru hed
my toot ie ."
I mil d.
He came over. ""The sandwich couldn't
have been that bad," he said, "nothing to cry
about." He pushed my hair behind my ears.
"Loofus. Look at us. You don't think
this is us? The pills. They've fucked us up. I
think they've fucked us up anyway. Remember
the video. You said something about your back.
We don't even recognize ourselves anymore.
And this-it feels better being here than being
home. This feels like home."
Loofus just hugged me. "I know. I've
been thinking the same thing. We're not right.
It's these apartments. They're fucking with our
heads. Maybe not in a bad way. We'll figure it
out. But yeah, maybe just not so many pills
maybe no pills. Look, it's already four o'clock.
We're doing good."
Around five I started to get nervous.
'You don't think they'll notice we ate the
sandwiches? You put everything back where
you got it? The screens in, right? We locked the
door?"
"Yes. We're okay. I think we just need a
pill or something. Just one?" he asked. "No.
you 're right," he said. "We've got to Jay off.
Sleep, maybe. Maybe, we should sleep." And
we lay in bed for thirteen hours, and I don't
really know if I slept at all.
Apartments are like people. They sit a

That next day, you know, after me and
Loofus decided to lay off the pills, we were up
early. Really early. And we ate. French toast,
eggs, and sausage links. [twas one of the best
meals I've ever had.
After that we weren't waiting for noon,
we were waiting for l 02 to go to work. It was
too cold to be on the porch so we just sat at the
table.
I'd saw in Cosmo, when we were in 96,
that if you felt like your life was slipping away
you should make a list. Write down some things
you want to accomplish in the next week. I
don't really go for that stuff, but that's all they
wanted, things you would do in the next week.
So I told that to Loofus while we sat at the
kitchen table.
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Double O Nothing
'Do you mean a bu in
we k, or the
whole deal?"
"D
it matter?" My h nd w r
haking by th n. I ne d d a pi 11. I thought I
might throw breakfa t up. " et a p n and paper.
I don't think I can write." He went to the
kitchen. When he bent over the drawer hi back
looked like a fish-back. His spine was a big fin,
and that just set it off. I couldn't hold it any
more. I ran towards the bathroom but puked
before I could get to it. It was on the carpet. A
big, dark, heavy spot that I couldn't quit looking
at. I didn't see any of my breakfast. Just black
stuff.
I stood and looked in the kitchen. Loofus
was bent over the paper. I walked over to him
and looked at his sheet. He had written our goals
without even having to ask me what I wanted. I
smiled as I read the list. It was all the
oceansides, 102 104, 106, 108 110.. . His
writing was bad. Sloppy, I think. Or maybe it
wa my eye . But the more numbers he wrote
the better I felt. And he ju t kept going.
We tarted laughing. We laughed until he
couldn' t write anymore. And then wh n we
stopped, tears still in our eyes, he tarted writing
more.

-------Fred Marion

Leslie Benson
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he still gets me high_
devious eyes_Cerratu scent_
oh that manly (manly) grasp
selah
i still reminisce
when i stole kisses
between lectures
and grabbed for my treasures
leaving me feeling like
i got baptized again
from my of oxygen_him
kept me in the water too long
i try hard not to breathe too deep_
because then i carry traces
of him_all day
wishing i was that close again_
false hope during ovulation
damn
made me write a poem
i'm low again

---Veronica Nj6dinizeh
20

Busing dishes 75 cents a hour
at 4-star Columbus motel restaurant,
raking glasses until I heard tinkling
in my ears, hunchbacked stacking plates,
rolling heaps of napkins, spreading tablecloths,
meticulously placing silverware, condiments
& candles that'd make a Home Ee. teacher proud.
Prayed for tornado warnings canceling
wedding receptions, reunions,
sport banquets & conventions.
Scraped garbage & lugged utensils & plates
of the rich & famous on trays heavy as rocks
into steaming kitchen crowd with defeated
faces of the ghetto & Applalachia.
Dodged waitresses wiggling into skirts,
straightening girdles, touching up mascara,
picking tobacco out of lipstick-smeared chipped teeth,
fidgeting by register waiting for cashier
to calculate exorbitant bill.
Listened to obnoxious Shriners, complaints of elite,
screaming kids, middle-aged woman shouting
orders, bitching over tips (I never got) & escaping
groping hands of chauvinistic boss.
My only break-sneaking into the presidential suite,
sipping pilfered Jack Daniels, inhaling King Edward
cigar, reading Dickinson, Mailer, Hemingway
& W. Somerset Maugham.

----Gerald Wheeler
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Ge
wiz
J
u
omeon ju t
rap d lib rty with
a condom on
detail till kind of
sketchy don't know
who or why
think.
maybe it was him
osama bin who
osama been doing
underhanded business
to spite us for years
that's who
oh.
Ohh!
any other suspects
no dammit he did it
we think we know
he did it
possibly
sources say
say plenty 'cept
who they are are they credible
doesn't matter we're angry

II.
today the sun took the sky
in the east
unchallenged
yesterday the twins
ate two birds
that did not agree with them
that should not have been there
now nothing competes with the sun
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in the east
and he et earlier
they tell me
he behave thi way in autumn
1 say
he mi ses his rivals
III.
images flood my culdesac
networks need a title ok
but keep it simple:
America under Attack
Genius!
nielsen jumps
up,up,up
every heart goes to New York
took scissors to mine
sent half to d.c. (people died there too)
term innocent lives
also applies
to those in uniform
this is a call
to action
a call to arms
a wake up call
no
that' unpatriotic
where's your flag
where's your bumper sticker
are you with us
or them
us says
come to new york
city forever changed
where Black men sigh
relief
no longer public
enemy number 1
nigger don't you sigh
nigger don't you sigh
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II11

that baton ha pa ed
from Black over to arab men
over th ir head and back
and arm flailing
women wailing noo
he i a good man
a good boy
what has he done
we' 11 tell you later
Miranda does not kiss
lips in times of war
this is not hearsay
this is i say
us
cheer for yankees
down in dixiethe diamondbacks did not care
the diamondbacks are unpatriotic
they are not with us

I

I
I

sounds like smoke in humidor
hover in my room some are crying
some are cursmg
many are sadly
unavailable for comment
rudy says numbers
too painful to repeat

have to call it
like i ee it
rudy' the be t
thing for that city
right now seems
Iike man who is
also mayor not
politician
take notes hillary
take notes tom
el presidente
makes me
feel safer than i
believe guy i voted for would
under same circumstance
he is leading
he is a leader
i have to call it
like i see it
scenes saturate my nook
in the Midwest
4 Black folks
bicker on l station
someone says we
don't feel sorry for them
we've been oppressed
many years and
no one cares
this is not
our concern he says
nigger don't you sigh
nigger don't you dare sigh
Black man do not be seduced
by this bitter lullaby
by this lie
this is not hearsay
this is i say
and i do
say those words fall clumsily
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IV.
relief oveiwhelms
face of arab merchant
upon scanning my
dark presence
they told me to
go back
to my country too
you' re already here perservere
i say without words
I

I

I

I:

I

I
I
I

from your m uth
do y u not b lieve
what you've tried t
c nvinc oth r of
for year
that thi
your country too
this has everything
to do with you
this not time
for cowardice
do not let
fear enter you
interfere wherever
you see injustice:
somewhere mosques were bombed
arab women afraid to shop
non arab women wrapped
their heads
accompanied them
interfere
my children did chores
sent l dollar
for afghani children
hope it fills bellies
not warchest
interfere
my wi <lorn
debated those defaming
arabs cursing all ah
notwithstanding her
fondness of christbut alas
el presidente
wants return to normalcy
want me to return
to loathing officers
of the law
wants arab merchant
comforted by my face today
to revisit the day before
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wh n he followed me
around hi tore
b cau e h believed
tho e na ty rumor
wants us to return
to talking at each other
to saying 'fine thanks,
and yourself' because
it's something you say
not something
you actually care
to know
senor presidente
i may spend
a few dollars to help out
i will not return
to ab-normalcy
we should never return
to ab-normalcy
this is not hearsay
this is i say
what do you say
what did you say
what will you say

- -- --Teddy Taylor
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Woke up this morning a little after 9 with that moment on my mind
I was hoping that you had missed the alarm
You know how I worry about the things I can't explain
That moment returned to me in a dream
Remember that day when the tide came in?
The storm had held long enough for that moment to begin and end
We walked facing the west and our future, as the tide ebbed
You , the rain and sea made that moment what it was
That stone, like the sky, was dull and hypothetical
It held my fears, my ideals, and my doubts
It was that moment where I wanted to tel I you
It was that day where I felt the constellations had been revealed
That moment was flung out to sea Iike that stone
It made me whole, but I kept it inside, just between the two of us
Just like tide and the sea, we lower and rise
And that moment will always be there to remind me

Garrett Rosas
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Garrett Rosas
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'I
My core
Which blossoms from bitterness
Through cement realities
Pricks those who fail to fathom all aspects of its beauty with great PRIDE
I scatter Seeds of Despair
My semen is said to be anathema
For in a world without much hope
Weeds erect, striving to cage the Seed's evolution
Being successful only in societies with more "DONORS" than "DADS"
As my third eye awakens,
I realize that I reside amongst a generation of Vapors
Men of Mist...
Who proudly place poverty on pedestals
And acknowledge they lack knowledge of the past, present, and future
How then are we to elevate above ethnic stratification
When we continue to traditionalize the absence of education
Like the Sun in the midst of the Storm
Who strives to ignite the firmament
Is soon suffocated by the massive clouds
With his radiance now absorbed, he'll cease to exist
But we all expect to witness his return along the eastern horizon
And we also rise over Struggle's broad shoulders
But not as 1
For we glorify self-exploitation and government rations
In a nation warring against Black preservation
While escaping, with my last breath, the mental boundaries of being an "Entertainer"
Eternally
As your offspring entertains "ME" by mimicking our culture.

•

Zai Jenya--30

When you left, you didn't come back
even though I had hoarded bits of your life in a room, reminiscing there.
You never came back because broken men don't.
They go off to jump in the broken man pile.
Big breasted girls at the boom-boom naked rooms.
Brains not needed, just enormous nipples.
Nipples can take the place of the normality if you have lots of singles.
Go fuck your yum-yum girls and think of my small self-conscious nipples
and NEVER say you didn't screw me over.
I left my g-string in the car
let me go get it, you shit.
Personality waning, brain capacity waning, the you I knew fading.
Fuck you.

Sarah Muench-31

Loneliness settles
Like a leaf's gentle descend
The ground is not home
Little lashes lie
Open like tulips in awe
You walk close to me
You look at me, you've
Changed like daylight savings time
Don't know what time to love you

Although my mind stays sketched with cityscapes
I flee to outstretched arms of winter's still.
She whispers quiet winds of simple truth:
My path may weave a concrete covered world
But roots run deep into a tribal heart,
It beats as one beneath my hurried feet.
At times like these I slip into darkness,
Becoming just a part of winter's calm.
The winter holds the world in her embrace,
She wraps her frozen fingers 'round the sill.
The
The
The
And

Donna Marbury
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trees stretch limbs to poke the thickened sky,
blood red moon throbs through the velvet ink,
wailing wolves wander across the plain,
I sit here catching my crystal breath.

----Pamela M. Davis
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Lawd, iz ya li nin? 11 ar m now Lawd, coz Ah
got umpin at l1 ya. Ah knowz ah wutn't in
chuch da udda day, but Lawd, Lawd, Lawd, ah
g tz area on. Iz ya Ii nin Lawd. Yu ho iz
awefu l qwayit lak. Well ya see, ah wuz je bout
reddy ta go, had gotten up early in da moanin~
lak Ah alwayz do-on Sunday. Ah sayid ma
thanks ta yu fo letting me razz up oudda bed, but
Ah ain't gotsta tell yu Lawd, coz ah knowz Yu
wa lisnin. Yu was lisnin, wutn't yu? Anywayz
Lawd, ah thankedcha , den Ah went into da
ketchin ta fetch me sumpin ta eat· Yu know, sum
biskits
gravy dat Ah baked da nat bfoe.
Lawd had moycy, dat sho was some good eatin.
Ah thank ya fo dat. Yes Ah do.
ow afta Ah et me dem tree biskits gravy: one
fo da Fadda, one fo da Son, da udda fo da
Holy Ghose, Ah went into da bafroom to clane
ma body-coz Yu din alreddy sayid dat,
claneliness iz da next best thang ta Yu. So Ah
claned da doty from offa ma body pit me on
um gude mellin oilz. Lawd ya ho nuff
wooda ben proud ta see me. Ya uh, Ah lookted
melt real good, Ah did.
Den Ah pit on ma best Sunday suit- -tie- polished up ma shooz. Lawd hab moycy dem
shooz was jest a shannin lak D Hebbins way up
yonda. Yessuh Lawd, dey was jesta shannin so
bright dat Ah almost spokedid in tungs. In yu
know how Ah kin speak in me sum tung ; but Ah
didn't coz Ah want'da wait till Ah gotsta ta
chuch.
So, Ah went ova tad a mirra to comb ma haya, N
Lawd hab moycy dat ole Debil, Lawd dat ole
Debil got ta woykin on me. N Lawd, he was jes
plain ole ornry n mean. N Lawd, now Ah seez

J
wah it iz yu kick d him outta dat hebbin o
yoz. ow Ah ez. uz Lawd dat le atin iz
unpin I ain't h ? Ah mean h j
got all up
in ma haya, he wa je ta twi tin, Ah wa
jesta shoutin! he was jesta pullin Ah was
jesta pushin. Lawd Ah kudn't hodly much
stand it. N me dat ole Debil; we wrestled lak
Daniel in da lahynz din. Ah hopes ya fogibs
me, cuz sum tamz Ah sayid me dem holy woydz
<lats gone git me up inta Hebbin; Ah hope. But
Lawd, Ah ain't eabin gone lah ta yu, cuz yu
already know dat um tams Ah had ta fat dat ole
Debil wit da same woydz he was dishn out.
Lawd yu did say, " ah fo N ah, a toof fo a
toof'. Well Lawd, Ah went fo bofe dat ole
Debilz eyez ebby one his teef to. we cursed
we fawt lak a sinna wit da Holy Ghose! But
Lawd, Ah was fightin in to name, coz ah was
want'n to git ta chuch.
But Lawd, Lawd, Lawd, dat ole Satan iz stronga
den Ah thawt, coz da mo Ah combd dem kanks
out ma haya, da mo dat ole Satan rubbed da
kank back in. he rubbeddem rat cheeya; rat
on da backa ma neck. da fasta Ah combd dem
kank out, Lawd, da fasta dat ole Debil slapped
dem kanks rat on back in. Lawd hab moycy, Ah
mean dat ole Satan iz jesta Debit ain't he?
Well Lawd, ta make a long story shote, dat ole
Satan jess woe me all da way down to da ground.
He jess woe me down, Ah tell Ya. N bfo Ah
knowed it, Ah jess plain gibbed up, coz twaz
alreddy a quota til lebbin. Lawd, yu know how
yu iz bout folks runnin into yo houz late N wut
not.
So Lawd, me N ma lil ole kanks, we jess sat rat
on back down. Yes Lawd, we jess sat rat on back
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down.
But Ah dun made me a vow dat da next tayum
<lat ole Debi1 try ta it up in ma haya, he sho ain't
gone waya me down. N He gonst habta leabz me
ma Lil ole kanks alone soze we kin be at
chuch.
ow Lawd, thank ya fo lendin me yo eeya, coz
Ah knowd Yu' d undastand.
But Lawd, jess one mo thang bfo Ah go, coz Ah
knowz ya gotsa lotta woyk ta do.
Lawd, Yin da woyld yu gabe me dis heeya ole
kanky hedda haya? Wut iz Ahm sposta do wit it?

•

•

- - - - -Nehemiah Frierson
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J
What makes beauty?
Is it the eyes?
People say the eyes have it
The baby blues, the dark browns, the sea greens
Or maybe it's the gentle f eatures
The features that define her
The curves of the hips
The slope of the back
The toes' natural curl

this piece here is my baby jewelry
see her writhing in the oxygen
tacked onto my skin
placenta trailing off beneath my skirt
piece of future
ask me, what's that?
what's her name?
did it hurt?

Maybe it's the way she grins
Lips that make eyes sparkle
Her whole body glows
It's the smile you can hear

And when she comes to term
starts to open her eyes and see
you all out there
and know the world outside
my beating heart not the center
I will turn her back in
inside into the warm blood
curtains of uterus
wear her as my center then
my ticking heart
my forever growing tumor
tattoo unseen, contradictions in the blank

I say it's her vitality
It's the essence I can taste
The independence in her stride
Her spirit, unbridled.

Alf Butler
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when the students ask me
what my tattoos mean
I want to lift my shirt
and show them the baby i am growing
inside out and say

----Mary van Loveren
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With Devon devilish Shirley Temple curls loyal old friend you pierced me with
LeAnn hair-trigger temper single mother you pierced me with Mary tattooed
waitress married swinger you pierced me the daughter the son you hid the girl
who ref used you were her father with all three you pierced me and I bled when I
begged you on my knees wet from wounds stinging scars thin as strands of hair
red scratches wrinkled dark shadows under closed eyes begged all you do was
pierce me awake mistaking your lust your fury indifference for love and nothing
no one never again can betray me as I have - as you have let me let you cut me.

•

Leslie Benson
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Marci A. Faudsee
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"Wa i t da , Herr chultz?"
" tella k in fragen, mach wa dir b fohlen
wird!" bark th commanding ffi r, tanding
two inche from my fac . H p r through hi
wir -rim gla
daring me to flinch or que tion
hi authority.
I have been standing at attention and listening
to his demands for the past twenty minutes in
this sub-zero temperature of a Berlin February.
The clouds hang very low over the campsite
like a large, gray wool blanket resting atop of the
tall smoke-stacks, littering the ground with white
flakes. The thick sulfurous smoke that pours out
of the dank silos causes the snow to gray as it
settles into mounds, hiding the factory-like
buildings. eedless to say, I am not familiar with
this location of the camp; I have always been on
the Lower East Side. Here, it seems lifeless; a
place no one would expect a promotion would
take him.
.. Verstehst du die Befehle?
""ja, ich zachle die leute, dann sperre ich die
tur zu," I say.
"Gut!"
A moment lingers as he inches closer to my
face and inten ely tare at me with his ice-cold
blue eye . But I cannot help my elf, "Wa i t
da , Herr?"
" 0 !" our nose touch.
"Aber mein, Herr ... ," I am still trying to
understand.
"STELLA KEINE FRA GE !! !" he spats
onto my face with the punctuation of each word.
"VERSTEHST DU DIE BEFEHLE?"
I am unsure what he mean and all I can say,
"Ja, Herr Schultz."
"Gut!" He turns on his heels and snaps them
together sending a sharp crack into the cold stale
air. Militantly, he marches straight-legged across
the grounds to slip into a small wooden shed. He
sits at a control panel behind a dusty pane of

gla coll cting dirty now n th ut ide
window ill.
r tand th re with fro t biting at my to
through th thick leather b ot and the two pair
of woolen tocking . [ hift my weight from one
foot to the other, ever o carefully, so I will not
attract attention. All I have to do is stand here
and count the people as they enter through the
small doorway and then latch the lock behind
them. But something does not feel right. I replay
the last conversation I had with Commander
Heiden before I reported to this campsite.

*

*

*

*

*

As I enter into Commander Heiden's cold
sparse office I bump into a beautiful creature. I
actually almost knock her off her feet. She falls
against a cluttered desk, knocking a pi le of paper
and files from the top. Quickly, she regains her
balance, swoops up the discarded paperwork,
and replaces it as if it had never been jarred.
The next thing I know I am looking into her
almond eyes, surrounded by long thick chestnut
lashes. Something explodes inside of me, very
deep inside, cau ing me to hutter in a way I
have never experienced. [ reach out and take her
hand in mine. Its a thin and fragile hand tiny
compared to mine, its is soft with a warmth
tingling from her long digits and yet it is strong
as the energy emits from her palm to kiss mine.
She feels it too and freezes. I try to comfort her
with my eyes silently telling her that everything
is fine. She darkens her eyes to almost ebony and
trie to pull her hand away. I do not release her
hand, but tighten the gra p. I reach with my left
hand and touch the softness of her wrist. My
large hand dwarfs the joint as I glance down. Her
paper-thin skin is inked with numbers on the
underside. As I pull the tattooed area closer to
inspect, she release a small whimper and jerks
her arm away. She buries the appendage onto her
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br a t and pin out of the room
irectly into
the path of ommander Heiden. She danc her
t p quickly and maneuver around the
commander without the lightest contact. She
exit like a wounded animal.
Commander Heiden looks a little startled as
he attempts to understand the situation. He
decides to overlook the possibilities by waving
the notions from his head as he makes his way
behind the oak desk. He lowers himself with a
heaviness that sends a whiff of cologne to fill the
air. He flips open the file, "Klein?"
"Ja." I answer as I snap to attention. My mind
is still lingering over the young woman, her oval
face and olive skin, her coal black hair neatly
tied in a knot at the nape of her neck, her sweet
mouth wanting to speak but finding no words to
utter, and her almond eyes expressing more than
she wished them to. A light hangs about her like
an invisible vale, reflecting the goodness she
offers to life.
"I have orders to move you over to barracks
patrol," he bellows. "My instructions are to have
you on duty by 1700 hours ... "
As he continues to give me my new orders,
my mind flashes even further back to the first
time I aw her. She seemed just a girl then, full
of child-like spirit. She had such a fresh face full
of wonder and hope. Her eyes were large and
wide as she absorbed everything. There was a
glow about her then, the same aura that had
enveloped her moments ago, that separated her
from the others climbing off the train on that hot
September afternoon. She came right up and
looked sweetly at me. She said nothing but
communicated everything with her eyes. It was
as if we were talking a secret language.
"Klein... Klein?" He is holding out papers for
me to sign. I do so on the dotted line where his
thick finger points. He signs on the line below
and hands me a copy. I thank him, tum on my
heels, and walk out wondering if I will ever
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bump into her again.
I adjust my hat as [ exit into the brisk world
outside. The afternoon sun is ca ting long
shadows aero the snow-covered campgrounds.
I walk to the edge of the wooden stoop where the
sunshine kisses my face. I glance down at the
order. It seems all I have to do is report to
Barrack #265L, stand watch, and dictate on daily
activities. I squint at the sun sneaking behind the
silos to the west, streaking the evening sky with
arches of pinks, oranges, and reds. I step onto the
snow-trotted pathway and make my way to the
Mess Hall for a hot meal to celebrate my new
promotion and meeting an angel.

*

*

*

*

*

A sound of singing rings over the mounds of
dirty snow, emanating from the direction of the
barracks on the East Side. I can hear what seems
to be sounds of skipping and jumping. It is not
long before I can see the images winding along
the worn path, with arms praising and rejoicing
towards the heaven of grayness, voices singing
to their God in full harmonic tones. Their music
grows louder the closer they approach.
*

*

*

*

*

I walk into Barrack #265L to post my orders
on the Order board that resides just inside of the
door. A silence hushes over the darkened barn,
occupied by rows of scaffolding-like bunk beds.
I see two or more persons sharing each bed with
a thin cotton blanket and one small square piece
of foam as a pillow. The smell of body odor,
urine, and mildew fills the rafters and causes me
to choke at first. The floor is a bare slab of
cement. Cracks along the windowsills and the
missing panes of glass allow a frigid draft to
haunt the inhabitants.
I tack the order to the board and I tum around

to find her tanding th r , glowing with a mil .
he i holding out a cup of st aming coffee. I
tak th offer d cup and return th mile.
w rd , and yet w ar cl arly communicating. I
ta t th w rm bitt r offi . he gently wipe
my lip dry with a towel. he mil
heepi hly
like a coy little girl. She lowers her eye to the
floor. She turns and walks towards the back of
the long cavern. As she passes people lying on
various bunks, some reach for her hand, some
hiss an utterance of disdain, and one large
woman stops her and spits into her face. My
young woman stiffens her spine like a cat,
without flinching smiles at the confronter, and
continues to make her way to the back, never
wiping the sputum from her face. She disappears
in the shadows of the barrack.

*

*

*

*

*

I find warmth in their music and revive to
their spirit as they sing and dance through the
cold snowy air. I unlatch the door and open it for
them. They see the exit and quiet to silence.
They stand there looking in utter amazement at
the opening. And then all at once, they begin to
run for the door smiling and laughing. I feel
my elf roiling in return. Th y blow ki e and
thank me, while ome even throw them elve to
my feet for rewarding them with freedom.

*

*

*

*

*

It has been two weeks since I bumped into
her in Commander Heiden's office. Two week
ince I first entered into Barrack #265L and had
her hand me a cup of coffee. Two weeks of
talking our secret language. Two weeks of
longing to touch her hand again. Two weeks of
feeling a strong passion growing. Two weeks of
torture, of confusion, as I dreamed about her and
violated myself late at night to her image.

Tonight, I find my If full of cont mpt.
rag i building in th depth f my bowl a [
walk t ward th barrack. Th r i
m thing
in id t !ling m that it d
not want to
tho e almond eye . [ find my elf trying to rea on
with my ego with every tep I take. I do not
think I can handle ju ta smile from her tonight,
it hurts too much now. I have to touch her, to feel
her next to me, and to be with her. As I get closer
to the door, I imagine ways of releasi~g my
tension, ways of taking her against her will, and
places I can make her go to please me. I have
heard of other officers having their way with
these types of women. The types that tease and
play with one's own emotions, leading you think
they are interested in you, so they can be spared
the hardships and expect pecial treatment and
privileges.
As I ascend the steps, I feel a burning in my
stomach that sends hot flashes up through my
body to throb in my temples. My eyes pulse with
a redness that causes my head to pound. I fling
open the door with such force that it bangs
against the wall, ending shrieks throughout the
dank barrack.
My eyes adjust to the darkne s to find her
tanding there with a cup of coffee a expected.
She look at me with her big brown eye . Her
hair i loose, hanging to her boulder , and
framing her face. She is not smiling. Her eyes
narrow and burn into mine. She feels my rage
and she is aware of the condition I am in, but he
stands there with the cup of coffee. I can feel
hundreds of eyes staring at us. I feel a wave
wa h over me sending a coldnes to quench my
fever. I feel embarra ed and ashamed forever
toying with such degrading images. I feel myself
deflate in front of her, as I realize that I am in
love with her. I rush out of the barrack into the
snowy night, walking in circles-not knowing
which way to go. I find myself walking towards
the empty Mess Hall. I step inside and am alone
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xcept for the chair and th long tables. A
ca cading tr am of brightne travels through
th room a the earch light hit the rectangular
window , cau ing an erri effect along the quiet
wall . My body crumbles to the floor and
convulses with tears. I cannot believe the
violence that has grown inside of me, like a
monster stretching its long tentacles around my
being and trying to smother the very life out of
me. A hand touches my shoulder, I retract, and
not wanting to be disturbed and do not care
whom it is. Let it be the Commander, let him
demote me, because nothing can hurt like this.
The hand does not release, but begins to knead
my knotting shoulder. I feel another hand touch
my other shoulder. Both hands begin to gently
work, compressing, and squeezing the thick
sinews along my neck. I tum to find her
massaging my muscles. As the searchlight makes
another pass, it illuminates her tear stained face.
She takes my face between her palms and places
her lips to mine.
"Anna," is all she whispers and kisses me
agam.

*

*

*

* *

The joyous revelers continue to enter through
the open door. My eyes catch a single person not
celebrating. She walks tranquilly with her eyes
fixated on the beaten path, her brown stringy hair
hangs down concealing her identity, and her
shoulders are rounded forward as if she is
weighted down with a sadness that is pulling her
towards the core of the earth. The loneliness of
this figure brings a revelation to my eyes-this is
not a doorway to the outside world and these
people are not being freed to return to their
homes and families. What are they celebrating
for?
The figure nears. I get a sense of recognition.
The way she shuffles her feet a·s she walks, they

way he hunche ov r to protect her face from
the falling now, and the way he hold h r ann
to her breast for warmth cau es me to pause. She
stops in front of me and looks up. I see her face
is drawn and beaten, her lips are cracked and
swollen, and her eyes are sunken and dark. She
looks at me for a long moment before her tired
eyes light up and reveal their almond color. My
heart sinks, knowing that these eyes belong to
Anna, the woman I made love with in the Mess
Hall that bewildered evening, the woman that
made love to me every night that followed,
anywhere we could, in the smoke house, the
latrine, or even in Commander Heiden's office.
Someone must have found out-that's why I was
ordered to report here and lost track of Anna. It's
been a month and a half of wondering where she
was and how she was doing. A long month of
trying to relocated her, they must have
transported her to another barrack.
Our eyes stay locked. I try to console her with
our secret language. She comes closer, searching
my face with those amazing almond eyes, tilts
her head to the side, pulls back her unwashed
hair, reaches up wrapping her arms around my
neck, and meekly whispers, "'Good-bye, Hans."
She kisses my lips lightly, pulls away, and walks
through the doorway without looking back.
I cannot close the door. I freeze and am
unable to move. I do not hear Herr Shultz
screaming at me, I am deaf. I do not feel the
sharp blow to the back of my neck, I am numb. I
do not notice my face lying in the snow, I am
blind. I do not feel them lifting me up and
tossing me through the door, I am senseless.
Once inside, I struggle to regain my
awareness. Anna swoops me up into her arms
and kisses my mouth. Her smell brings back all
those lovely moments we spent together, even
though they were short lived. She pulls me closer
to her bosom and hold me like I never been held
before. I can feel the softness of her breast and
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the lo e h harb r ~ r m a h car
my
thr bbing head.
Th door latche , nding an ech throughout
the m tal chamb r. A click i follow d by a
hi ing ound a th heat begin to invade the
~ccupant . The heat' wave cause the people
ltmbs around u to waver and contort in an odd
form of ballet. I feel my legs take on a mind of
their own, being lifted by the waves of heat and
floating in the air. Anna tries desperately to keep
my legs down. She knows what is happening, all
those days in Commander Heiden's office. She
knows. Her arms begin to take over and start the
graceful movement of a ballerina, but he fights
against the lure of the waves and wraps herself
tighter around me.
• Kiss me," she urgently demands. "I love
you, Hans."
I struggle to lift my lips to hers and we begin
to perform our own Pas De Deux, moving as
one, while the heat rules over our bodies and
movements.

•

sarah Muench

John-Michael Lander
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2
I sing for sorrow's sake- for stolen dreams;
I sing for betrayal and suffering.
I sing for the child lost inside the struggle
to know and love itself.
I sing for youth and old age and for all
that lies in between.
I sing for all who will listen and for all
who will not.
I sing for the muddy ebb and tide that rips
through the land.
I sing for the promise of Spring.
I sing to bring down the walls of ignorance and
prejudice.
I sing to awaken the spirit of the life itself.
I sing for the breeze and the trees and for
all of the creatures therein.
I sing for patience and peace;
I sing for beauty and grace.
I sing and I stop and wait for a response.

I come from smoky, glazed-over fetus
A jukebox with buttons broken
Emitting steam unchecked between cigar smoke and the grill
I come from 'O' Magazine and Martha Stewart Living
where divergence is weakness
Noam Chomsky is a homemaker
I come from my foot in my throat
pulling thigh muscles and my own weight in a heavy world
pulling skin back to let dirty muscles breathe
I come from a country that marries for money
and divorces
for more money
I come from the sweet spot - With TV most visible
and I learned everything
Everything is stupid
I come from every yellow light
the child of night perceiving day
poor is ebonies for pure
I come f ram the dance and for the song
from a time when we broke bread
with those who need no water
I am here to offect
I am here to be affected
But God is not exempted from regret
God is not exempted from regret

•

Jason Davis
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-----Chat.am Miracle
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m
In Memory: Sally Pacernick (1912-1999)

"A re you okay mother?"
''I'm trying," she replies
before her eyes close.

1
My mother always vibrant
looking for the sun
lies in her hospital bed
with a plastic mask
over her mouth and nose
her skin waxen and puffy,
her legs blackened with infection.
I le~n down and speak into her ear,
holding both of her hands in mine.
I can hear her words through the mask.
"Stay with me."
For a brief instant she's back
the woman who nurtured me '
and brought me into the light.
She who will shine in me
until I join her in the dark.

3
Rosette, her nurse, comes in
to dress my mother's wounds.
She's short with black hair,
bright witty eyes,
and a constant smile.
As Rosette unravels the bandages,
my mother cries out, "Don't.
Please don't. It's torture."
Rosette looks to me for guidance.
"I don't have to," she says.
Deciding not to challenge
the doctor's orders,
I walk the halls while Rosette
finishes dressing my mother's wounds.

2
I sit beside my mother
who lies in her bed
breathing heavily into
the plastic mask
that feeds her oxygen
while liquid nutrients
flow through
a narrow yellow tube
that enters one nostri I.
Her eyes remain closed
until I call to her.
When they open slightly,
I see her watery blue gaze.
"Mother, this is Gary, your son.
Can you hear me?"
"Yes, I know," she says,
nodding her head.
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4
When I re-enter room 6751,
my mother cries out,
"I have to use the toilet."
"But you're in terrible pain.
You can't move, can you?"
''I'll try," she says.
Rosette and a helper come in
with a gray portable toilet.
We attempt to move my mother
to the edge of her bed,
but she shakes her head
and moans, "No, no."
Rosette places a bedpan
under my mother, who falls
back into a deep sleep,
her face a mask of pain and sadness.

5
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I inspect the steel tree
with plastic branc~es
. .
and tubes filled with clear l1qu1d
curling over and around
blue computerized monitors
that remind me of owls
with their steely gaze
all hooked up to the central line
inserted in my mother's body.
A thick tube runs from her bladder
to a round white sack
equipped with a clear plastic container
that measures her urine.

6
Next morning my mother asks
to chew ice chips. Her mouth
is dry from the feeding tube.
She looks up at her sister Timy
and her daughter Judi.
When her cardiologist comes in,
she knows he's Dr. Miller.
After examining her, he says,
"There's still hope for Sally.
She could still come back."
We think of Dr. Miller while we
speak with the hospice nurse
about putting my mother
on "comfort only" care.
My sister and I
can't admit that our mother
is "terminal" as her diagnosis rea~s.
We sit in the dimly lit room
while my mother crunches
ice chips and says
"More, more, more,"
swallowing ice cold drops.

"Oh god, Oh god."
What's wrong mother?"
"I'm sick. I'm so sick."
"Are you in pain?"
"Yes." "Where?" "All over."
"Enough," her sister Timy says.
"Don't torture her any more.
Let her slip away."
In the hallway a dark-haired
nurse assistant says,
"I love Sally. She's tough.
She'll be back in no time."
"You can't count her out,"
my wife Dotti says.
1

'

8
"I'd like to tell mother that we
may move her to hospice," ~ say.
"No. Don't," my sister rep I1es.
"Don't ever tell her that.
The most I want her to know
is that she might be in
a beautiful place filled with flowers."
"But she's almost comatose.
Anyway, I think she sho~ld k~ow
that she's dying, and we re going
to try to reduce her pain."
"I think you've already told her, Gary.
And that's a breach of trust."
"I think mother deserves the truth.
She's always been up to it
and she still is. I want
to be the one to tell her."
"I'm the one in charge
because I'm her only advocate."
"You're obsessed with control.
You want to control everything
and everyone." "That's not true.

7
"Oh god," my mother groans.
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You're wrong about me!"

9
"I apologize," my sister Judi says
over the phone that night.
"For what?" "For accusing you
of going against my wishes.
I was wrong and I'm sorry."
"Well, I shouldn't have yelled
at you, so we're both sorry.
I love you." "And I love you,"
she says. "We may be
holding out false hope,
but what else can we do?"
"I agree. We have to give her a chance.
10
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who
Mother who

dressed me like a little prince
bragged about her handsome boy
taught me to admire female beauty
fought my father with screams and silence
rode the bus with me to art classes
Iistened to me as I spoke of my dread
always told me I'd find the sun
hate_d wrinkles and liver spots
survived a dozen operations
moved to Florida after the divorce
almost married the handsome bigamist
moved back to Motown to be near her children
was always beloved by her grandchildren
has lived twenty five years since father died
has become our family's matriarch
seldom opens her eyes and cannot rise from her bed
gave me life I don't want to believe that you are dying

11
"Your mother is dying," says the nurse
as we rush toward room 6751.
Standing beside the bed, she holds
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my mother's wrist. "She still has a pulse,
but she's stopped breathing,
and her kidneys have shut down."
I lean down close to my mother
and put my hand on hers.
My mother stares at me.
Then she gurgles, and her eyes close.
Feeling her leave her body,
I clutch the cold steel bed railing
with my trembling hand.

12
Two other nurses enter the room.
Minutes later a young doctor comes in,
examines my mother, and writes
something on her chart.
I follow him into the hallway.
"I'm sorry about your loss," he says.

13
Speechless and dizzy, pacing
the hallways, I wonder where Judi is.
She's not at home. The hospital doesn't
know her car phone number.
My mother's nurse tells me a chaplain
will be visiting 6751. Tired of pacing,
I return to the room to find Judi
weeping beside my mother's corpse.
'\It's better this way," she says
through her tears. "She suffered so much."
When the chaplain walks into the room,
I ask her if she knows about the Kaddish prayer.
'\I think I can find it in my office," she says.
Minutes later she returns and hands me
an old blue prayer book with the Kaddish
in Hebrew on the bookmarked page.
Dotti puts her arm around Judi's shoulder,
and I lead us in the prayer. At the last line,
my voice cracks and I begin to cry.
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Wisdom of Ecclesiastes
Then I finish the ancient prayer
whose words I remember reciting
at my father's grave many years before.
My mother's face is white, still, angelic.
14
When the chaplain leaves,
a nurse draws the curtain closed
around my mother's bed.
"I want to stay with her," Dotti says.
After the nurses bathe my mother's
body and wrap her in a white shroud,
they transfer her to a cart.
Dotti and I walk with a young orderly,
who pushes the cart to the elevator.
We descend to the basement.
At the end of the long, green,
low-ceilinged hallway,
we say goodby to my mother
outside the door to the morgue.
15
Six pallbearers carry my mother's
casket along a dirt road to her grave.
After the rabbi recites the twenty third psalm,
family and friends say the Kaddish prayer.
One by one we shovel dirt upon
·
my mother's pine casket.
"Goodby kid. We called each other kid,"
Dotti says through her tears.
We hold hands beside my mother's grave.
Silence shrouds the living and the dead.

Gary Pacernick
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Mike Griffin
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I don't know what to think of you,
And I don't know what you'd have me think.
I wish that you wouldn't act so vague,
And I wish that the way you act didn't bother me.
I see the way you look at me,
And I see the way you look at several others the same.
I am always thinking about you,
And I am wondering if you think about me.
I hear the words you say,
And I hear the things you don't.
I want you closer
And I want you to be further away.
I feel you touching me,
And I feel you when you are not.
I lack the courage to corner you,
And I lack the strength you emit.
I smell the cologne you wear,

Cool shade of the trees
Behind
A Romeo-spiked fence
The
Sun shines on high
Walls
A bird pecks in the fresh grass
There
Beyond the black gate

Is
An old stone fountain
Quiet
Clowns offer painted smiles
Afternoon
Settles in to its own
Music

And I smell it when you are not near.
I like when you act like I care,
And I like it when you act like I don't.
I taste you in memories,
I taste you in dreams.
I think you make me weak,
And I think you think I'm not.
I know you have forgotten me,
And I know you don't want my thoughts.

•

Amy Wilkerson
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Kim McK1bben
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all i ever did was read and shit
but you never went for that
it was nai I and wood
hammer and saw
working it
don't you worry about John
they whispered to mom and dad
back in the third grade
when they would find crumpled
tattered homework stashed
in your swing-up wood top desk
And the folks sent you
to the baptists with grace
but they didn't see
that those missionary teachers
loved money
and would sell your learning
and your soul
and its perfectly understandable
that you might dislike, or even
hate,
our folks since you never quite
caught up
and somehow you must know
that the carrot you never caught
was something of value

you've more smarts than you let on
and I know that _everyone's always
thought
I was the smart one
but we know
that while you might not be able
to read this
you could deconstruct it
and build it into the taj mahal
with a little dust and glue
and elbow grease
and if the end comes from Revela
tions
with fire and death
I'd put my money on you surviving
but me and my boo ks
would die

-----Don Bruce

because you're not some dumb
bunny
that just gets used and forgotten
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Don't say no to me! Don't you dare say no to me! No! No! No!
I am a failure.

Don't do anything better than me. Don't know more than me. Don't patronize me.
Don't monopolize me.

Nol Nol Nol
I am a fool.
Nol Nol Nol
I am a dupe.
Nol No! No!
I am a baby.
No! No! Yes! Nol
I am a two year old.
Nol Nol Yes! No!
I am insane.
Nol No! Yes! No!
I am out of my ever-lovin' mind.
No! No! Yes.I No!

Don't.I
Don't act like you know what I think or feel. Don't tell me how wonderful I am.
Don't go looking too good. Don't go turning me on.
No! Don't!

Nol Nol Yes! Nol
Don't tell me I'm wrong. Don't tell me I'm bad. Don't contradict me. No! Nol No!
Don't run out on me. Don't leave me this way! Don't hurt me. No! No! Nol
Don't help me. Don't encourage me. Don't listen to me. Don't notice me. Don't pay me
no mind.

Nol Don't! Don't!
Don t fuck with me. Don't push me around. Don't go shoving your God in my face.

Don't touch me. Don't fuck with me. Don't push me around. Don't pay attention to
me.
Don't give me your love. Don't!

No! Don't!
Don't.
Just don't.

Don't.I
Don't leave me alone. Don't leave me here. Don't leave me this way!
Don't say you love me. Don't lie to me.
Don't offend my imperious sense of perfection.
No! Don't! Don't!
Don't tell me what to do. Don't mess with me. Don't act like you know best. Don't!
Don't touch me. Don't say no to me. Don't leave me alone. Don't!
Don't refuse my love. Don't turn away from me. Don't go breaking my heartl

Nol Don't! Nol Nol Yes! Don't!

·

Don't tell me what to do.

•

Jimmy Ches1re

Nol No! Nol
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I like when
his hands
cup my hips,
they're soft
and strong
palms blurring
the lines
of rough
and smooth
knuckles slighted
scarred from
making fists
and fingertips
like feathers.

- - - - - Mindy Cooper
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Alicia Raye Speed
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Braided white cotton fuses
on Chinese firecrackers
burn
black carbon
exploding into jet streams of memories
blinding my eyes to bright white.
Actions speeded up in
silent movies.
Daddy's blue-veined ghost white
palm strikes my face
with a brisk snap
chubby child hands
cool as antiseptic
touch the red hot cheek
scarlet corpuscle polka-dots.
Daddy dead in 1973
wearing his brown velour bathrobe
flames
devoured him in the oven
cremated ashes, pieces of bone
in a shimmering gold foil box
glitzy as his Ronson lighter
that lit a million cigarettes that
turned his lungs to black
briquettes.
Aunt Pat sent old photos of him age seventeen
devil in his cold laser beam eyes
stabbed ice into my heart as I watch
the phosperous match end
fizz and glow
and touch it to the picture paper
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Daddy's eyes turn to smoke curls
and fly in the wind of the present.
At the cemetery near the duck pond
I kneel by his name at the grave my mind
burning
with childhood pain.
over the letters I trail my fingertips
wishing they were acetylene torches
melting off the words "Beloved Father."

---carmel L. Morse
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m tim lif; i funny. Lik wh n y u
look for ver for a tap , giv up, and find it th
n t day. r wh n y u r alizc you d n't hav
nough m ney at the a hr gi t r, but th n
you 're told the stuff you got' on ale, so you do
have enough money after all. And sometimes
life isn't funny. Like when you walk into your
bedroom and there's your wife and the plumber
and he's 'checking her pipes'. Luckily today i a
'life is funny day, not like last Saturday.
Today is funny because I've been in
every hardware store in town looking for a
chainsaw and there must be a logging convention
going on or something because no one has any.
That's not the funny part, the funny part is
running into my neighbor Sam walking out of
the last hardware store, and he's bitching about
how no one wants to buy the chainsaw he's had
up for sale for two months. I tell him I'll buy it
and we chat for a bit. Just a little light
conversation. He tells me about some foot
problem he' been having and I tell him about
having the ame problem a couple year back.
He tell me about re-grouting hi bathroom and I
tell him about my wife fucking the plumber. He
a ks me if I want to buy some tickets to the raffle
the firemen are having later that day and I tell
him no, not this year, because I heard the prize
was a nowblower and I never win when the
prize i that good.
We say goodbye, and I go back into the
store becau e I suddenly realize I don't have any
bungee cord things. I lent mine to my next door
neighbor Fred 3 months ago when he took a trip
rock climbing out in Arizona, and one broke and

h plumm t d ff a h r rock fac . ot t hi
d ath but to a coma. I pick up a diffi rent brand
f bung e ord thing and go to ch ck ut.
Tom' working th regi t r today. He' the
owner. I a k him why he's up at the checkout
and he tells me the punkas Johnson kid quit that
morning with no warning. I ask him if the
bungee cord things I'm buying are any good. He
says they look fine and asks if I need anything
else. I ay no, just ring me out, oh and
apparently my wife will let the plumber get anal
but we've been married 10 years and she's
always said no. He puts the bungee cord things
in a brown paper bag and gives me my change
and a receipt and mentions that by the way
there's a ale on table saws next weekend and I
go home.
Sara, my wife, isn't home yet. She left
me a big breakfast this morning. I've been
eating a lot better since I caught her fucking the
plumber. I put the bungee cord things down in
the ba ement and grab a wrench. [ walk up tair
and mack ome of the pip under the kitch n
ink. Then I go over to Sam's. We go out to hi
garag and he shows me the chain aw and he
gets me a beer. He tells me he can t believe the
Bengals beat the Steelers last weekend and I tell
him I missed it because the plumber was fucking
my wife. He ay the chainsaw may look beat
up but it works fine and he takes me out back
and we practice on some firewood. I give him
50 bucks for the chainsaw and he asks about the
raffle again so I figure what the heck and buy a
ticket because you never know I might get lucky,
not like last Saturday.
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I go home and there' water everywhere,
o I call th plumb rand th n take the chain aw
down into the ba ement. I go back up tairs and
Sara, that' my wife, just got home. She asks
about the water and I tell her the pipes broke and
she makes me a sandwich and I hit her over the
head with the wrench I used on the pipes and she
doesn't go unconscious like in the movies, but
she doesn't fight either when I take her down to
the basement and strap her to a chair with the
bungee cords. I bet the plumber wouldn't have
to hit her over the head for her to let him tie her
up.
I go back upstairs and eat the sandwich.
It's turkey and lettuce on slightly dry wheat
bread. I carefully tep across the wet floor and
put the plate in the sink and the phone rings and
it's Sam and he says they just did the raffle and I
it turns out I was right, I shouldn't have entered,
I lost. I sit in the kitchen for a little bit and wait
for the doorbell to ring and when it does I open it
and it' the plumber and he's grinning almost as
big a la t Saturday when I caught him fucking
my wife. I ask him why he's grinning and he
says he just won the raffle and then he walks into
the kitchen and whistles low and asks what the
hell happened. I decide to just push him down
the stairs, because I'm really sad about the raffle
and when I'm sad it just doesn't seem like it's
worth it to cut his legs off with the chainsaw.
I walk downstairs and he did go
unconscious like in the movies, but he's not dead
and today just isn't going my way. I sigh and I
untie my wife and tell her I'm going to the bar
and she says okay, what should she do about th~

plumber? And I ay, I don't know, you eemed to
know what to do last Saturday, and he ay Oh
Jim, which is my name, Jim, he ays Oh Jim, I
knew one of hi friends was going to rig the
raffle and I just did it to get you the snowblower
off of him as a surprise for your birthday. And
she smiles and goes upstairs to make supper and
I go up after her and close the door and decide
after I get the snowblower I'll give the plumber
the chainsaw for pushing him down the stairs.
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Jen Brown

Blank faces stare into blank spaces,
never seeing what the answer was meant toe,
I developed color when an angel was sent to me, .
sent to see,
if there was light in my soul,

or better yet put my people down,
so I won't look so bad,
in the faces of those who conform
and attempt to control my ability to perform,
but this shit has me bugged like conspiracy theories,

or the purpose of my goal,

enough to leave my eyes teary,
and leave me leary,
of my own existence,
which could be gone in an instance,
if I don't straighten up,
and start facin' up,

or if there was food in my bowl,
but all he found was a hole,
that had a sign attached that read:
"I was once here, but I am lost,
Please find me at whatever cost."
couldn't imagine what left my soul for dead,
or put this hurtful though in my head,
should I blame it on growing up,
or drinking too much and throwing up,
that has caused me not to get bigger,
.
or am I just another nigger,
or boy in the hood or menace to society who needs the juice to live in new jack city,
nah, that's too early 90's
I'm waiting for 2002 to find me,
which is almost ten year's later,
but I haven't grown to stop using the word "hater,"
putting that shit off until it's here no more,
realizing I have procrastinated on what life has in store,
so I blame it on the white man,
and speak of how he's "held me down,"
when in reality I have just been trying to be down,

to what makes me a man,
and gain the upper-hand,
to understand,
my purpose and life's lesson,
and how the angel was sent as a blessing.

•

Brian Lowery
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Leslie Benson writes to cure insomnia. She may be seen picking up drunken British lads when
she travels to Europe this summer with her best friend, Big Dave.

DoMa Marbury is just recovering from the death of her car and she will be manning the
Nexus ship next year.
Fred Marion is preparing to graduate and is somehow still in denial that he is a writing genius.

Katy Benskin is a brilliant writer and artist.
Jen Brown is just now starting to remember her name. She's an English student in denial that
she cut her hair.
Don Bruce is currently a graduate student and instructor at WSU. He is currentl.y making
plans for marriage and working toward starting an independent film company.
Alf Butler is a senior MIS major all set to graduate. By the time you read this, he'll have less
than 6 days of class to go. Not that he's counting ...
Mindy Cooper will hopefully float by the Nexus office after her spring graduation to make
sure Donna doesn't take any crap. We will definitely miss her here at the Nexus!
Jimmy Chesire is an absent-minded, well-intentioned, highly entertaining lecturer for the
English department

Kim McKibben is an extremely witty and insightful Theater major.
Chatom Miracle is a Communications major with the gift of making people happy. He insists
that he is dumb .
Carmel L. Morse is a graduate student and teaching assistant in the English Department who
has been writing poetry since the age of 14.
Sarah Muench is a Photography Major whose goals in life include living in a van and being
happy.
Jay Nerlinger is usually late due to excessive sleeping but manages to design covers at the
last minute when bribed by the editor.
Veronica Njodinizeh is all into her sciences, but we think she is a true English major at heart.

Pamela M. Davis is an English student who spends her spare time as the mother of a prophet.

Gary Pacernick has been pleased to teach at Wright State for the last 30 years.

Jason Davis is an English student at Wright State.

Heather Prouty loves candy, sunshine and people watching.

Scot Ehrhardt is a student at the University of Dayton who breakdances, writes incomplete
sentences, and sometimes he.

Garret Rosas is trying to hide in the new Student Life office because the atmosphere is
damaging his equilibrium.

Marci A. Faudsee is an art student here at Wright State.

Aja Simpson was caught red handed writing beautiful poetry in a creative writing class.

Nehemiah Frierson is currently a graduating senior at Wright State majoring in International
Studies, Peace and Diplomacy and minoring in Spanish.

Alicia Raye Speed is most often seen in motion trying to stop the patriarchal masses.

Christopher Green advises us all to love, be love, be curious, be curious, love, love curious, be,
love.

Teddy Taylor is a talented poet, singer, songwriter, and rapper. He is making plans to marry
his beautiful beau Candice and release his first solo album.

Mike Griffin was an artist, taken way too young.

Mary van Loveren is preparing to get her Master's before Ken and have another child who will
be wise beyond their years (also before Ken).

Zai Jenya is a senior majoring in Sociology, minoring in African/ American Studies. He is a
member of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.

Gerald Wheeler earned his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago, and his photography, fic
tion, and poetry has appeared in numerous reviews and journals.

John-Michael Lander is a theater student.

Amy Wilkerson is a fourth year Philosophy major. Her biggest accomplishment is keeping her
fish, Mr. Puffy Combs, alive for over a year. ·

Peter Long is a senior Physics major at WSU. He enjoys T.S. Eliot and bologna sandwiches
with expensive cheese.
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I write because :r hate. A lot. Hard
Art is made to disturb. science re
aw~ures. There is only one valu
able thing in art: the thing you
cannot explain./If you're an artis
you've got to prove it./The reaw~
why so few good books are writte ·
is that so few people who can
write know anything./I try to ap
ply colors like words that shape
poems, like notes that shape mu
sic./If you can't annoy somebody,
there is little point in writing./
The • of art is to represent not
the ouward appearance of things,
but their inward significance./
Writers should be read, but nei
ther seen nor heard./ Art takes
nature as its modeL/ Spring 2002
I
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